INTRODUCTION
The traveling salesman problem (TSP) can be described as follows. Find a closed directed path (tour) T* with
V(T*) S V(T) for ail tours T,
where V (T) dénotes the length of the tour T. This problem is defined by the distance matrix C = (c tJ ), i 9 j=l, . . ., n, where c tj dénotes the distance from town i to towny'. There exist many algorithms for solving this problem (cf. e. g. [10] ). We know two kinds of algorithms: the exact and the heuristic algorithm. In both kinds of algorithms the symmetry (or asymmetry) plays an important role. Now we try to find an approximation tour T a with:
V(T a )St(QV(T*).
There are heuristic algorithms where the performance bound t (C) dépends on the degree S (C) of asymmetry of C (cf. section 2). Otherwise, using a heuristic algorithm for the symmetrie matrix D:=(C + C T ) the estimated performance bound contains the expression (1+S (C))/(l +k) which thus also includes the degree of asymmetry of C [cf. relation (2)].
Another idea of assigning an asymmetrie C to a symmetrie matrix C is given in [8] . But the dimension increases, in the worst case, by 2 and, further, all matrices C do not fulfil the triangle inequality.
The quality of a heuristic algorithm is characterized by its performance bound, that means a small bound ensures a priori a good approximation tour T a . In order to select a favourable heuristic method we shall therefore also investigate the degree of asymmetry of C(ü) where c(u) ij =c iJ -u i + u j . We compute the best attainable degree S(C(u*)) (cf section 3, 4). In the proposed algorithm we choose as initial value the solution M" of a least square problem (cf. section 2). In section 6 we introducé another proper degree of asymmetry, ST(C). If the matrix C fulfils the triangle inequality then the inequality ST(C)) S S(C(u)) holds for all w. Because the détermination of ST(C) is, in gênerai, a very hard task we recommend to compute S(C(u*)). At the end of the paper we define a socalled asymmetry gap and conjecture an inequality.
NOTATIONS
The matrix C fulfils the triangle inequality (TI) if the following inequalities are true:
In case of C fulfils (TI) a in [3] presented heuristic algorithm, an extended version of an algorithm of Christofides [1] , yields a tour T a with:
It seems useful to détermine the best possible value of S (C).
If T is a tour then the tour in the opposite direction is denoted by T'. Let C' be the transposed matrix C and we obtain V a (T)^V c (T).
Let T* be an optimal tour with respect to the matrix C and T** be an optimal tour with respect to the symmetrie matrix D. If we have calculated a tour T a with
where
and iS (C) dénotes the degree of asymmetry of the matrix C. Sketch of the proof:
We always have k §: 1, and therefore:
Relation (2) shows that the quality of T a dépends on the bound (l+5(C))/(l+/c)-r(n) which should be as small as possible. Therefore we try to find a small value of the degree of asymmetry of C. Now we consider the foilowing degree of asymmetry:
S(C): =
+ oo if there exists an index pair i, j with sign(cy) #sign(c /i ) max {Cijfer : for all ï, j with c jt ^ 0} else.
In the foilowing we investigate the degree of asymmetry under transformations of the type c( M ). j .:=c l7 -u £ + w J ,
If C fulfils (TI), so does C(u) for all vectors u. Now we try to find a vector w* with:
In [9] the following least square approach is discussed in order to obtain an approximation for u*. Let and détermine a vector u" with:
for all u.
Obviously, we have S(C(u*))^S(C(u")). If C fulfils (TI) then the matrix C{iï') has the following properties {cf. [9] ):
with i #7'. (c) If there exists an index pair 1,7(1 ^7) with c(u") l7 =0 then the original problem is equivalent to a problem with n-1 towns. We delete the row i and the column 1 (or the row 7 and column 7). Now we discuss an algorithm for determining a vector u* as (4).
THE INITIAL PROCEDURE
Let C fulfil (TI). In the other case use the transformation from [5] and [7] in order to get a matrix which fulfils (TI). We compute c kk : = min {c ik + c kj -c tj ; 1, 7, k distinct} for all k and af ter that
Obviously, the transformed matrix fulfils (TI).
Compute a vector u" as (5). Delete all éléments (rows and columns) with c(u") t~0 . Now we have a matrix C(u") with c(u") t j > 0. It is easy to show that then c (i**) y > 0 follows.
THE SLJBGRADIENT ALGORITHM
A solution M* of (4) can be determined by means of the following algorithm. After the initial procedure we have to solve the optimization problem S (C(u))-> min, ueR n .
We apply the subgradient technique from [ A = (a 1 , . . ., aj. Because it is in gênerai very difficult to solve (6) exactly we solve in our case (6) approximately. 
NUMERICAL PROBLEMS
A subgradient algorithm for determining the best attainable degree of asymmetry is presented. If we know the degree then we can décide by inequality (2) whether it is better to consider the asymmetrie matrix C and to use methods for the asymmetrie case or it is better to calculate D -C + C T and to use methods for the symmetrie problem.
A program is written in FORTRAN for solving the problem (4). The numerical experiments show: at almost all itération points u k the function 5(C(.)) was differentiable, i. e. we have, in practice, a gradient method. Now we consider the following example. Let 
fc = l, .. ., n-1.
Further, S(C(u*)) = /c for k = l, . . ., n-1. This example demonstrates that it is useful to détermine the value S (C (M*)) in order to get sharp inequalitities (1) Randomly generated problems show the following. The values S(C(u k )) decrease very fast in the first phase of the algorithm. Later we have the bad convergence of the (sub-)gradient method. Only in the last phase we need subgradient techniques.
ANOTHER DEFINITION OF THE DEGREE OF ASYMMETRY
We introducé now the following définition of the degree of asymmetry: It is easy to détermine the value S (C) but it is, in gênerai, very difficult to get ST(C).
For example (7) we obtain ST(C)^(n-l)/(n -k) for fc = l, . . ., n-1. If C fulfils the triangle inequality then we have V C (T) ^ 0 and if there exists a tour T' with V C (T")=O then F c (7) = 0 holds for ail tours T (cf. [4] ). Hence, ST(C) ^ 5 (C) holds for ail matrices C with (77).
An interesting proposition is: ST(C)=l iff C(u") is symmetrie (c/ [11] ). In this case we obtain
For the example (7) (k -n-1) we get n -1 = 5 T(C) = S(C (w*)) = S (C («"))• Therefore, if C fulfils (77) we obtain the following inequality:
ON THE ASYMMETRY GAP
We consider only the case where C fulfils (77). We have and example (7) (k -n-1) demonstrates that this inequality is sharp. Further, we obtain
S(C(u"))S(n-l)ST(Cl
and example (7) (fc = 2) shows that this inequality is asymptotically sharp.
The value of d with
S(C(u*)) = d(C)ST(C)
is called the asymmetry gap. If the asymmetry gap is large the estimations (1) and (2) are bad. It is possible in both cases to use the value ST(C) but we can calculate only the value 5(C(M*)) easily.
For example (7) we obtain d(C) = k(n -k)/(n-l).
Further, we conjecture that the following inequality is true: (n+l)/4 if nisodd for all matrices C with (77).
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Finally we have
V D (T**)ZnV c (T*\
and example (7) (k = n -1) shows that this inequality is tight.
